
new brand 
narrative



Brand narrative is about the 
way we operate and about 
our relations with customers. 

It’s about value we deliver to 
our clients and to the market. 



WHY CHANGE ANYTHING

Our previous brand narrative positioned us as a digital healthcare
platform. One among millions. Nothing unique, nothing special.

Telemedicine isn't new. We have been on the market since 2014, but 
the COVID-19 pandemic gave us a huge boost and has really put
technology front and center. 

Businesses have to pivot and incorporate telehealth into their daily
operations. They don’t need just a tool. They need comprehensive 
approach and professional partner. 



That is why today we present ourselves as the first-choice digital healthcare partner 
of the biggest and the most significant businesses out there - for insurance and 
assistance companies, for banks, and medical providers. 

This change is felt mostly by financial corporations and enterprises. We help them
provide easy access to digital healthcare to make people live healthier and feel safe
no matter where they are.

We want our business clients to stay in the spotlight to explain the shift in modern 
healthcare and how they are achieving higher excellence and winning the market.
Let them witness firsthand and then confirm that the change is led by Telemedi. 

WHY CHANGE ANYTHING

Our golden rule: We do not boast. Others praise us.



OUR MISSION

We combine expertise with the 
technology to spread access to 

digital healthcare and make 
people live and feel safe no 

matter where they are.



OUR VISION

To be the first choice for all
stakeholders looking for a digital
healthcare partner.



WHO WE ARE - DESCRIPTION

We are trusted partner  in advanced digital healthcare solutions. 

Since 2014, we upskill and provide business with plug&play digital healthcare
platform including modules like telemedicine, automated triage, Artificial
Intelligence, medical devices monitoring and API integrations. We take into
account the expectations of our customers and the specificities of local
markets.

We combine multicultural expertise with the power of technology. Our
solutions are used by an ever-growing number of patients across the world.



WHO WE ARE – CLAIM / SLOGAN

Trusted partner 
in digital healthcare.



o advisory / consultancy, because we do much more than simply deliver knowledge,
o a platform, because the platform is just a technical solution, a tool for use,
o an IT company, because we do not stop our work at coding,
o a medical company, because we create digital infrastructure. 

WHO WE ARE NOT ONLY



We offer plug&play digital healthcare platform.

We upskill organisations. We are digital healthcare partner.

We provide advanced digital healthcare solutions.We combine high-level expertise with the power of technology.

We provide accessible and affordable digital health service.

We are digitalising traditional sector that has human interaction at its core.

WHO WE ARE - GO-TO STATEMENTS

We focus on operational excellence.



CREDITS: This presentation template was 
created by Slidesgo, including icons by 

Flaticon, infographics & images by Freepik
and illustrations by Stories

Thanks
In case of any questions please 

contact Paweł Kocon, PR Manager
p.kocon@telemedi.com

+48 609 00 23 20

telemedi.com

http://bit.ly/2Tynxth
http://bit.ly/2TyoMsr
http://bit.ly/2TtBDfr

